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Benefits of gaming  

It’s an escape from reality (can also be a drawback) 

an increase in cognitive function 

Improved memory and fine motor skills 

Increase in noticing attention to details 

Problem solving 

some games are and can be educational 

Improved in eye sight 

It can slow the brain aging process 

Key terms 

Gamer -  a person who plays video games. 

Benefits - an advantage or profit gained from something. 

Drawbacks - a feature that renders something less acceptable; a 

disadvantage or problem. 

Wellbeing - a person’s condition with regard to their 

psychological and emotional well-being. 

Loot - private property taken from an enemy in war. 

Micro transactions – trading items for in game currency or real 

money. 

Real world - the existing state of things, as opposed to one that 

is imaginary, simulated, or theoretical. 

Fantasy World - A fantasy world is created in fictional media, 

such as literature, film or games. Typical fantasy worlds involve 

magic or magical abilities, non-existent technology and 

sometimes, either a historical or futuristic theme 

. 

Drawbacks of gaming 

. Some studies suggest that there is an Increase in 

aggressive behaviours and thoughts 

You are not actively learning when gaming (following 

maps in COD is an example) 

Some video games teach the wrong values 

Some video games can confuse reality and fantasy 

Academic achievement can sometimes be lower if 

spending more time on video games 

You can be socially isolated (being on your own 

without any physical company) 

It can be a distraction from the real world 

Positive impacts on wellbeing from gaming Negative impacts on wellbeing from gaming 

Learn from other cultures, by interactive with 
others from around the world 

It could cause stress (through the game not going the 
way you want it can cause you to be unhappy) 

Allows a focus on a goal Social interactions can be more limited (not being 
with physical company and not interacting face to 
face) 

It can alleviate (remove) feelings of depression It could cause anxiety (you might need to play to 
help with stressful feelings) 

Apps have been developed to support Mental 
health and wellbeing.  

It could cause depression (make you feel sad) 

 It could cause anger – losing a game can cause you to 
become upset and angry (rage quitting)  

 It can lead to addiction. (needing to play the game, 
it’s all you can think about) 

. 

Structuring a paragraph so it is detailed and developed 
1. Use a topic sentence 
2. Back it up with an example, fact/ figure or piece of 

evidence 
3. Explain what this example suggests 
4. Include a personal anecdote, expert opinion or 

interview quotation 
5. Ask a rhetorical question 
6. Offer a solution or suggestion 
 


